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Design for control settlement of large-area thick raft foundation
Projet pour le contrôle de tassement de la fondation du radeau épais sur la zone large
J. F. Gong, X. L. Huang and Y. J. Teng
Institute of Foundation Engineering, China Academy of Building Research, Beijing, China

ABSTRACT
In-situ monitoring results show that when the ratio of thickness to span of the raft h/L˚1/6, if the soil is uniform, rigidity of superstructure is
good, load distribution is comparatively uniform, the deformation of entire raft is irregular and continuous, and the raft foundation under tall
building is still limited rigidity, the deformation of the tall building itself together with the raft slab within its load dispersion range is an integral bent
plane. For tall buildings with bending in no excess of 0.5‰, the relative bending deformation between tall building and podium is no more than 2‰,
the difference settlement of columns in the podium is also no more than 2‰.
RÉSUMÉ
Le résultat de surveillance sur site a prouvé que quand le rapport de l’épaisseur du radeau et la travée h/L est supérieur de 1/6, si la terre est
uniforme, la rigidité de superstructure est bonne, la distribution du charge est relativement uniforme, la déformation du radeau est irrégulière
et continue, et la base du radeau sous le haut bâtiment a encore rigidité limitative, alors la déformation du haut bâtiment même ainsi que le
radeau dans le sphère de la distribution du charge sont devenus le plan courbé intégral. Pour le haut bâtiment dont la sinuosité inférieure à
0.5‰, la déformation de sinuosité relative entre le haut bâtiment et la butée du pilier ne dépasse pas 2‰, et la différence de tassement du
pilier au sain de la butée ne dépasse non plus 2‰.
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INTRODUCTION

2.2

China is in the course of urbanization, tall buildings are keeping the
paces with the development. With the utilization of the underground
space, instead of the box foundation, new architectural forms of tall
buildings, several neighboring tall buildings share the large-area thick
raft foundation with low-storeyed podiums between them, is widely
used. On such foundation, there is great difference of load and structural
rigidity between tall buildings and podium. Because of the great
differences of rigidity and loading, the contact pressure of foundation
may distribute un-linearly, the entire raft foundation exhibits the
deformation characteristics of an irregular flexible plate, the excessive
relative bending deformation may cause the crack of the raft. The
rigidity method and elasticity method used for the design of raft
foundation in Code Technical Code for Tall Building Box Foundations
and Raft Foundation JGJ6-99 and Code Design Code for Building
Foundation GB 50007, which lay particular stress on settlement
uniformity and settlement magnitude, cannot accurately calculate the
contact pressure of the whole range of raft as well as its settlement
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2.1

SIMPLIFIED COMPUTATION MODEL AND BASIC
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Simplified Computation Model

The large-area frame structure with thick raft foundation under tall
building can be simplified as a global analysis model which is
shown in Fig. 1. It is characterized by simplifying the rigidity of the
superstructure of tall building as rigid substitution beam by
Meyerhoff method and putting such beam to the top part of the
expanded basement of frame structure with thick raft foundation.
Bi-tall building test also proves the range of the effects of local load
on settlement and the contact pressure and the applicability of
superimposition principle. With the simplified global analysis
model and superimposition principle, the complicated contact
pressure and settlement problem of large-area thick raft foundation
can be solved approximately.
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Figure 1 Simplified computation model

Basic Mechanical Characteristics

Conclusions can be drawn as follows based on the results of indoor
large-scale model test:
Under the same condition of loading, the tower with podiums at its
two ends, compared with the tower without podiums at its two ends, has
the maximum foundation settlement obviously decreased, and this
explains that when the main building is integrally connected with the
podium, the bearing area of foundation bottom is increased and the
pressure under the foundation is reduced so that the absolute settlement
of the building is decreased. In other words, the frame thick raft slab
disperses the load of main building. When the load is within certain
range, the increase of the podium column span number has little
influence upon the maximum settlement of the foundation; only when
the load exceeds a certain value; its maximum settlement just shows
difference. This condition explains that the dispersion through the thick
raft foundation for the main tower load is limited to a certain extent.
Engineering characteristics of the whole foundation of low-storeyed
podiums linked with high-rise building are closely related with the first
span podium of high-rise building, and the area of the tower and
adjacent podium within one span is defined as ‘the effective range of
interaction’. It means that when the ratio of thickness to span of the raft
h/L˚1/6, if the soil is uniform, rigidity of superstructure is good,
load distribution is comparatively uniform, for tall building at the
circumference connecting one-span podium symmetry, the contact
pressure of foundation distributes linearly, raft design can only
consider local flexure and its distribution rule of the internal force is
as same as that of the global analysis method (with the consideration
of superstructure). When the circumference of tall building exceeds
one-span podium, the contact pressure under tall building still
distributes linearly, and the value of contact pressure under tall
building can be calculated on average with the area of further adding
one span, The raft design of tall building may only consider local
flexure and the raft design of podium needs to consider total flexure.
On the basis of mechanical characteristics for large-area thick raft
foundation above mentioned, the following design keys can be drawn:
In case many high-rise and low-rise buildings are built on the same
large-area integral thick raft foundation, by taking each building as the
center, and the raft thickness within the one and half span from the side
of the tall building remains unchanged. When the deflection of the raft
meets the requirements, and the variable-thickness raft design is needed,
the raft thickness change points shall be within the second span from the
side of the tall building and the gradating way is adopted for transition.
Otherwise, delay poured strips shall be arranged at the second span from
the side of the tall building, and the raft of the podium linked with
high-rise building should be as thick as that of the tower. The settlement
of large-area thick raft foundation with multi-tall buildings can be
calculated based on superimposition method.
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APPLICATION TO ACTUAL ENGINEERINGS

To control the settlement of tall building and the differential settlement
between tall building and podium are the key points during the design of
large-area thick raft foundation.
By the mechanical characteristic of the dispersion of tall building
load through thick raft foundation limited to a certain extent, it is
necessary to take advantage of ‘The effective range of interaction’ to
decrease the additional stress under the foundation of tall building, and
then a reduction in the settlement of tall building and the differential
settlement between tall building and podium.
Based on the mechanical characteristic of contact pressure and
deformation of large-area thick raft foundation, which obtained by
serious of indoor large-scale model test[1][2][3][4][5][6][7], optimized designs
for large-area thick raft foundation of All China Federation of Trade
Unions Mansion, which is of single tall building of rectangle-shape,
Beijing HengfuGarden Mansion, which is of single tall building of
Z-shape, and China Petroleum Mansion, which is of four tall buildings
of L-shape, have been carried out, and in-situ contact pressure and
settlement monitoring have been made during the construction stage.
Below through the application of the above actual projects, explains the
design key points of settlement controlling of the large-area thick raft
foundation, which low-storeyed podium linked with high-rise building.

3.1

All China Federation of Trade Unions Mansion

All China Federation of Trade Unions Mansion has 25 stories above the
ground and 3 stories underground while its podium has 3-5 stories
above the ground; the height of building above ground is 100m. The
tape of the main building’s structure is RC frame-shear wall structure;
the podium and basement are of RC frame structure. The building
adopts flat raft foundation, concrete grade for raft is C35, and typical
column grid is 8.0m ×5.5m̚8.2m. The buried depth of foundation is
about 17.5m. Temporary construction settlement joints between tall
building and podium have been eliminated during the construction,
optimized designs for the thickness and the place of variable
section of raft are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2

line 1 is measured at the time of structural roof is sealed, which
corresponds to approximately 70% design loading, and line 2 is
measured at the time of completion, which corresponds to
approximately 100% design loading.
The reaction distribution curve of line 1 shows that when the column
span number at two ends of the tower is one span at lateral axis, the
subgrade reactions under the entire raft slab are uniformly distributed,
the average reaction is approximately 300kPa; along with the increase
of the podium column span number at vertical axis, the foundation
bottom reactions gradually decrease from the main building edge side to
the podium far end; when the column span number of the podium is
three spans, the reaction is already very small.
The reaction distribution curve of line 2 shows that the subgrade
reactions under the entire raft slab of main building are uniformly
distributed, the average reaction is approximately 300kPa; compared
with the curve1, the average reaction under the main building increases
approximately 40%(120kPa). At lateral axis, the average reaction at the
edge of the podium grows in step with approximately 40%(120kPa); at
vertical axis, the reaction at 8m far away from the edge of tall building
increases 75%(90kPa), the reaction at 20m far away from the edge of
tall building increases 140%(80kPa).
It can be seen from above descriptions that the distance of tall
building load diffused by thick raft can reach the far end of three-span
from the edge of tall building, the in-situ measurement and the model
test results show the same load diffusion law.

A- lateral axis; B- vertical axis
Figure 3 Reaction distribution curves
Fig. 4 shows the settlement curves of in-situ monitoring, line 1 is
measured at the time of structural roof is sealed, which corresponds to
approximately 70% design loading, and line 2 is measured at the time of
completion, which corresponds to approximately 100% design loading.
The results of in-situ monitoring show that the deflection of the raft
under tall building is 0.2‰, the maximum differential settlement
between tall building and podium is 0.33‰, and the maximum
differential settlement of columns in the podium is 0.25‰. The
deformation of the whole raft is smooth and continuous, the maximum
settlement under tower is 28.1mm and the minimum settlement under
podium is 17.5mm, the differential settlement of the raft between the
edge of tall building and the podium is not more than 1cm, local tilting
value of tall building is controlled within 1‰. Measured settlements at
lateral axis indicate that in case the podium load remains the same, with
the increase of tall building load, the raft’s settlement at the edge of the
podium is synchronously increasing, which shows the tall building load
is transferred through the raft to the far end of podium.

Foundation Plan

The foundation is composed of cobble/silty clay of the Quaternary
deposit and strong weathered claystone/strong weathered silty
claystone/strong-medium weathered conglomerate of the Tertiary
deposit. Physical and mechanical properties of the foundation soils are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1

Soil Properties

Layer

H웉m웊

fak웉kPa웊

Es웉MPa웊

Cobble

7.0

400

75-90

Silty clay

4.0

230

16

claystone

3.0

250

19

Silty claystone

7.0

250

21

conglomerate
No penetrated
450
65
H- Average Thickness; fak- Characteristic value of soil bearing capacity;
Es- Compressibility modulus

Fig. 3 shows the reaction distribution curves of in-situ monitoring,

A- lateral axis; B- vertical axis
Figure 4 Settlement curves

3.2

HengFu Garden Mansion, Beijing

HengFu Garden Mansion stands on a combined large area raft
foundation for both high-rise tower and podium. The 71m high main
building is a Z-shape RC shear-wall tower of 22 stories. The 2 level
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basements, with 14m embedment depth, are of RC framed-structure.
Main tower adopts flat raft foundation, while podium adopts beam-raft
configuration. Typical column spacing is 8.05m – 9.7m, and concrete
grade for raft is C40. Fine-medium sand forms the bearing stratum,
beneath which are alternating soil layers of Quaternary Period silty clay,
sand and gravel of medium-low compressibility. Physical and
mechanical properties of the foundation soils are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2

Soil Properties
Layer

H웉m웊

fak웉kPa웊

Es웉MPa웊

fine-medium sand

1

300

35-40

gravel

5

350

55-65

silty-clay

5

230-250

15

fine-medium sand

1.8

350

40-50

silty clay

4.2

250

17

gravel

2.0

450

90-100

fine-medium sand

9.3

260

18

medium sand

2.5

400

50-60

gravel
5.2
500
120
H- Average Thickness; fak- Characteristic value of soil bearing capacity;
Es- Compressibility modulus.

Figure 7 Calculated settlement contours
Fig. 8 shows the settlement contours measured at the time of
structural completion of main tower and podium, which corresponds to
approximately 80% design loading for podium and 65% design loading
for main tower. Measured settlements indicate that the maximum
settlement under tower is 28mm and the maximum settlement under
podium is 24. In general, the measured settlement contours agree well
with numerical calculation. Based on the measured settlements under
the current loading level, it can be further predicted that at the time of
100% design loading applied, the final podium settlement will be
slightly larger than numerical calculation and the final tower settlement
will be slightly less than numerical calculation. Namely, the actual raft
deformation curvature between tower and podium will be more gentle
than numerical estimation, and the differential settlement can be even
less.


Figure 5 Plan of HengFu Garden Mansion
To maintain the integrated rigidity of high-rise tower and low podium
to be capable to spread loading from towers to adjacent podiums
effectively, original thick raft was extended 1.5 span outside the main
tower area. This was helpful to lower the reaction force under main
tower and thus to reduce the differential settlement between tower and
podium. Based on calculation, raft thickness in the range of 1.5 span
outside main tower area was deepened to 2.0m, while for other podium
area the raft thickness was changed to 1.5m, as shown in Fig. 6.
Original settlement joints were cancelled and raft of the entire complex
was constructed as a whole.

Figure 6. Optimized raft design
Numerical analysis on the optimized raft design was carried out using
the aforementioned method. From calculations, for tower area the
maximum settlement is 42mm and the minimum settlement is 30mm;
while for podium area the maximum settlement is 38mm and the
minimum settlement is 15mm. Fig. 7 shows the calculated settlement
contours.

Figure 8 Measured settlement contours

3.3

China Petroleum Mansion

The China Petroleum complex consists of four 22 stories L-shape
towers, sharing a combined large-area thick raft foundation for
multi-towers and podiums. The complex is of a total floor area of
approximate 200,000 m2, of which underground 3-4 level basement area
is 50,000 m2. The floor heights of the complex are: 3.3m for basement
B4-B2, 4.5m for B1, 6m for 1st floor, and 4m per floor from 2nd floor
onwards, respectively. The typical structure spacing are: 8.1m×8.1m
column spacing for office towers, 40.5m×43.2m for main atrium,
16.2m×16.2m for side atriums, and 40.5m spacing for overhead steel
bridge. The complex adopts the structural form of in-situ RC shear-wall
structure, section-steel reinforced concrete columns, steel beams, and
steel structures for overhead bridges, main atrium, auditorium, and side
atriums. Rectangular raft foundation of 57.7m×294.3m size, concrete
grade C35, is adopted for the complex. The typical size of underground
columns is 900mm×900mm, the foundation embedment is approximate
18m, the foundation is composed of the alternating of sand, gravel,
silty clay and mid-dense to dense common soil of the Quaternary
Period. Physical and mechanical properties of the foundation soils are
summarized in Table 3.
Original raft foundation design adopted: 1850mm thick C35 raft,
8.1m×8.1 m column spacing, 900×900mm column size, 700mm thick
2800 mm×2800mm pedestals under columns. To solve the problem of
differential settlement between high-rise towers and podiums, 5 delay
poured strips were arranged, as shown in Figure 9. The settlement joints
were planned to be concreted after the structural completion of main
towers.
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Table 3

Soil Properties

Layer

H웉m웊

fak웉kPa웊

Es웉MPa웊

silty-clay

3.0

230

20

sand/gravel

5.2

280-350

35

silty-clay

7.6

260

17

pebble

8.9

450

45

fine sand
No penetrated
350
30
H- Average Thickness; fak- Characteristic value of soil bearing capacity;
Es- Compressibility modulus.

Figure 9 Plan view of original raft design
As shown in Fig. 9, the central two towers were connected by an
auditorium of weak structural rigidity, beneath which happened to be
basement of 2 levels only. Moreover, due to function considerations, the
structural rigidity of the two central towers at their each side adjacent to
the auditorium was relatively weak. To maintain the integrated rigidity
of central high-rise towers and low podiums to be capable to spread
loading from towers to adjacent podiums effectively, it is needed to
deepen the raft thickness of this section.

Figure 10 Optimized raft design
Based on calculation, the thickness of raft under the central two
towers and adjacent podiums was deepened from original 1.85m to 2.5m,
as shown in Fig. 10. Original column pedestals in this deepened section
were removed, while raft thickness and column pedestals remained
unchanged for other area.

Figure 11 Calculated settlement contours
Numerical analysis on the optimized raft design was carried out using
the aforementioned method. As shown in Fig. 11, maximum settlement
under high-rise towers is calculated to be 34mm, the averaged settlement
of central atrium area is 15mm, the averaged settlement of car park
basement is 10mm, and the averaged settlement of other podiums is 20mm,
respectively. Differential settlements between towers and podiums can
meet design requirements.

Figure 12 Measured settlement contours

Fig. 12 shows the settlement contours measured at the time of
structural completion of the complex, which corresponds to
approximately 80% the design loading. In comparison with theoretical
calculation of Fig. 7, measured settlements agree well with numerical
results. Generally, the deformation curvature of the raft from high-rise
towers to low podiums is quite gentle. Based on the measured
settlements under the current 80% loading, the averaged final settlement
of China Petroleum complex can be further evaluated to be 30-35mm.
Compared with the calculated averaged settlement of 25-30mm, the
deviation is 15% approximately. In addition, the measured settlement
contours indicate that the differential settlement between towers and
podiums indeed is less significant than anticipated, and the overall raft
deforms continuously and rather gently.
Based on the interaction analysis method and the design key points
of settlement controlling established in this work, this paper presents
the analysis results of three typical large-area thick raft foundations of
All China Federation of Trade Unions Mansion, Beijing HengfuGarden
Mansion and China Petroleum Mansion. The measured building
settlements agree well with analysis results, thus demonstrating the
established method is reasonable and practical
The successfully application of the settlement controlling principle
for above projects may provide the reference for the similar
engineering.
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CONCLUSION

In-situ monitoring results show that the load of tall building can be
attenuated outwards around the tower building though the raft, load
transferred though the raft is limited, raft loading spreading is
primarily within the range of three spans (for 8m span of columns),
the contact pressure of foundation under tall building distributes
linearly. The deformation of entire raft is irregular and continuous,
the rigidity of raft foundation is limited, and the raft foundation
under tall building is still limited rigidity, the deformation of the
tall building itself together with the raft slab within its load
dispersion range is an integral bent plane. For tall buildings with
bending in no excess of 0.5‰, the relative bending deformation
between tall building and podium is no more than 2‰, the
difference settlement of columns in the podium is also no more than
2‰. In comparison with model tests, the settlement and contact
pressure of in-situ monitoring agree well with that of model tests. It
follows from what has been said that the figures above mentioned
can be targeted for design for Control Settlement of large-area thick
raft foundation.
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